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Thumbhole Sporter™ for Ruger 10/22®

The Thumbhole Silhouette is designed with the silhouette shooter in mind.  It features a high rollover
comb, vertical grip and a specially contoured forend.  Its elegant curves are ergonomically designed and
add to the beauty of the laminated wood.  Available in finished and unfinished versions, Coffee™ brown
and Midnight™ gray-black, it fits all Ruger 10/22s with a .920" heavy barrel.  Available to fit either the
Ruger 10/22 or the 10/22 Magnum. 

Coffee # Midnight #
Thumbhole Silhouette Ruger 10/22 Unfinished Drop-In .......................................607-981 ...........771-022
Thumbhole Silhouette Ruger 10/22 Finished Drop-In (Coffee Pictured) ..............395-482 ...........123-117
Thumbhole Silhouette Ruger 10/22 Magnum Finished Drop-In............................587-973 ...........343-588

The Thumbhole Sporter is easy to hold and ideal for offhand shooting and hunting.  With its thumbhole
grip design and streamlined forend, this stock is both attractive and comfortable to shoot.  It is trim and
lightweight like a sporter should be, with features of a competition stock.  Any shooter who handles the
Thumbhole Sporter can immediately appreciate the advantage of a thumbhole design. The stock is con-
structed from laminated birch, and is inletted for a drop-in fit with a .920" heavy barrel.  Available in fin-
ished and unfinished versions, Coffee™, and Midnight™.  It does not fit the Ruger 10/22 Magnum.

Coffee # Midnight # 
Thumbhole Sporter Ruger 10/22 Unfinished Drop-In ............................................418-682...........210-047
Thumbhole Sporter Ruger 10/22 Finished Drop-In (Coffee Pictured) ...................164-476...........105-478

Thumbhole Silhouette™ for Ruger 10/22® and 10/22 Magnum®

NEW FOR 2004
NEW STOCK FOR

10/22 MAGNUM®



The Ace Varminter is the premier varmint
stock, combining useful features with sleek, high-tech design.  It sports a high
Monte Carlo comb with cheekpiece, a pistol grip with double palm swells and

functional cooling vents.  A free-floating barrel channel enhances accuracy, while the laminated birch
construction ensures stability.  The Ace Varminter is available finished and unfinished for the Mauser 98,
and finished only for the Remington Model 700® short action rifles, in Coffee™ and Midnight™.  The barrel
channel for the Mauser is designed for the Adams & Bennett F54 barrel.  Remington M700 models are
designed to fit factory varmint barrels, Adams & Bennett F54 Replacement Barrels, or the heavy contour
barrels offered by custom barrel makers.  Remington 700 models feature aluminum pillars.  These accura-
cy-enhancers free your barreled action from small changes in wood due to changes in humidity.  The accu-
racy of a synthetic with the feel of wood!

Coffee # Midnight #
Ace Varminter Mauser 98 Finished Drop-In* (Midnight Pictured) ........................710-290...........604-807
Ace Varminter Mauser 98 Unfinished Drop-In* .....................................................698-254...........313-417
Ace Varminter Remington 700 BDL Short Action Finished Drop-In .....................109-373...........386-036

* Customer must rasp in the bolt handle notch.
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The Walking Varminter is the perfect balance of features found on both
traditional hunting rifle stocks and typical varmint stocks.  It is the varmint
stock designed for the rifle that is meant to be carried.  It features a high Monte Carlo
comb and cheek piece, which is ideal for shooting prone or from a bipod, combined with a narrow-
er, trimmer forend to make it lighter and easier to carry.  Offered for Mauser 98 rifles, finished only, in
Coffee™ and Midnight™, with an F54 barrel channel.

Coffee # Midnight #
Walking Varminter Mauser 98 Finished Drop-In (Coffee Pictured)* ......................618-598...........298-575

* Customer must rasp in the bolt handle notch.

Offered for Mauser 98 rifles, this attractive walnut stock has 18
lines per inch checkering, a durable semi-satin finish, elegant lines, a trim

sporter forend, swivel studs and an ambidextrous design.  Except for rasping a notch for the
bolt handle, the Warsaw Sporter is 100% drop-in.  The barrel channel is machined for the Adams

& Bennett F34 barrel contour.  Military Mausers with stepped barrels can be installed once the rear sight
band is removed with only minor fitting, however some gaps will be evident.

Warsaw Sporter Mauser 98 Finished Drop-In  ..................................................................................# 754-606

Ace Varminter™

Walking Varminter™

Warsaw Sporter™ 


